Designable nanoplasmonic biomarkers for direct microscopy cytopathology diagnostics.
Direct microscopy interpretation of fine-needle biopsy cytological samples is routinely used by practicing cytopathologists. Adding possibility to identify selective and multiplexed biomarkers on the same samples and with the same microscopy technique can greatly improve diagnostic accuracy. In this article, we propose to use biomarkers based on designable plasmonic nanoparticles (NPs) with unique optical properties and excellent chemical stability that can satisfy the above-mentioned requirements. By finely controlling the size and composition of gold-silver alloy NPs and gold nanorods, the NPs plasmonic resonance properties, such as scattering efficiency and resonance peak spectral position, are adjusted in order to provide reliable identification and chromatic differentiation by conventional direct microscopy. Efficient darkfield NPs imaging is performed by using a novel circular side illumination adaptor that can be easily integrated into any microscopy setup while preserving standard cytopathology visualization method. The efficiency of the proposed technology for fast visual detection and differentiation of three spectrally distinct NP-markers is demonstrated in different working media, thus confirming the potential application in conventional cytology preparations. It is worth emphasizing that the presented technology does not interfere with standard visualization with immunohistochemical staining, but should rather be considered as a second imaging modality to confirm the diagnostics.